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Hr pufnstuf movie

Genre: Adventure, Comedy, Family, Fantasy Country: Germany, Italy, Austria Duration: 89 min. Story: Lilly was a normal girl with a healthy sense of adventure. That is, until she finds a magic book, complete with a funny little dragon, Hector. With the help of his new friend and book, Lilly has the opportunity to travel through time and truly
... Style: Feel good, semi serious, humorous, fascinating, exciting audience: children, family outlet, pre-teens, preschoolers Plot: witch, imaginary, adventure, learning the ways of peace, wizards and magicians, good versus evil, curses of spells and rituals, supernatural, save day, family, heroic mission, mess... Time: 21st century, modern
place: Germany, Europe Want to watch for free? Joining the free month H.R. Pufnstuf was the first in a long line of Saturday morning children's live-action puppet television shows created and produced by the kings of 1970s Saturday morning television, Sid and Marty Krofft. Also includes four favorite episodes: Birthday, Golden Key,
Stand-in and Box Kite Caper. Free shipping to your inbox and free shipping. Keep your movies as long as you want without deadlines. Choose movies, watch whenever you want, come back and repeat. The best movies and TV shows, as well as weekly new releases. 1 View from thousands of movies and shows. 2 We send your drive to
the next business day. 3 Free refunds, plus no deadlines or late fees. PufnstufOriginal Theatrical PosterPrevy Hollingsworth MorsProduceives Said and Marty KrofftSi RoseMalcolm AlperWritten John Fenton MurraySi RoseStarringJack WildBillie HayesMartha Raye'Mama' Cass Elliotly BartyVoicesWalker Edmiston Joan Gerber Al
MelvinDon MessickMusic by Charles FoxCinematography Kenneth PeachEded byDavid RawlinsProcuen company Sid and Marty Krofft EnterprisesDistributed byUniversal PicturesRelease Date June 3, 1970 (1970-06-03) (San Antonio, San Antonio, Texas - Premiere) June 15, 1970 (1970-06-15) (United States) Running 98 minutes94
minutes (Sony Print)Country United StatesEnglish Pufnstuf (sometimes called Pufnstuf Zapa World) is the 1970 American adventure comedy fantasy musical film produced by Sid and Marty Krofft Enterprises and released by Universal Pictures. It is based on the children's television series H.R. Punchnsttuf. This section needs to be
expanded. You can help by adding to it. (December 2011) After Jimmy (Jack Wilde) gets kicked out of the school band for tripping and breaking the drum kit, he then ventures on a journey with his newly magical talking flute Freddie. Organized by Witchiepoo (Billy Hayes), he gets on an evil boat that takes him to a live island, an island
where everything is alive. Once there, he befriended Residents of the island led by Mayor H.R. Pufnstouf (voiced by Al Melvin), but the evil Witcher is determined to steal Freddie Flute Flute from him to impress visiting the Board of Witches and the Witch Boss (Martha Raye) is enough to win the Witch of the Year Award. The witch steals
the flute, lurking as a cute dance instructor. Jimmy and his new friends get the flute back, having Gopher dig a tunnel into Witchiepoo Castle and fake fire. Witchiepoo retribution by bombing and destroying the city of Punchnsttuf. During the bombing she is blown off by a cowboy's head that destroys her flying car. Jimmy feels bad because
he endangers the inhabitants of the island and decides to leave with his flute, not telling them to keep them from further danger. Witchiepoo returns to the city of Punchnsttuf and squeezes all the inhabitants to place them in the dungeon of his castle as prisoners. Jimmy finds out about it and decides to try to save them. Witchiepoo invites
the Witch Council to the convention and prepares Pufnstuf to be the main meal. Jimmy disguises as a witch to join other witches. Jimmy gets recognized while trying to save Pufnstuf and is put in a dungeon with others. The mole digs into the dungeon to save them, all but Pufnstuf, which will soon be cooked. Back in town, they plan to
escape. The book tells them that the only thing that scares witches is a good fairy angel. All of them dress like white good fairy angels, attack the castle, scare away the Council of Witches and save The Poufnstouf. Once they have left Witchiepoo is the only witch to find out what they were pretending to be, she flies to try to catch up and
tell the other witches to return. Along the way, her minion sees the good guys in town; she orders him to use her doomsday bomb on them, but also tells to get behind the wheel. Her minion accidentally drops the bomb inside the car, literally sowing behind the wheel, blowing herself up in a big explosion. The film ends with a musical
number, and Poufnstouf says, When good friends come together, they can do anything. Starring Jack Wilde - Jimmy Billy Hayes - Wilhelmina W. Witchiepoo Cass Elliot - Witch Hazel Martha Ray - Boss Witch Billy Barty - Googy Gopher, Orville Pelican Jane Dulco - Miss Flick Ian Davis - The Witch's Way The Voice Cast Walker Edmieston
- Dr. Blinky, Funny Lion, Seymour Spider, Candle, Hippie Tree Joan Gerber - Widowing Tree, Granddaughter Watch, Freddie Flute, Boat on Living Islands, Orville Pelican, Polka Pointer Horse, Stupid Bat , Orson Vulture dolls Sharon Baird - Shirley Pufnstuf Roberto Gamonet - H.R. Pufnstuf Van Snowden Film was funded by Universal
Pictures and Kellogg's Cereal, the latter of which was sponsored by the TV show. Sid Crofft threw his next Neighbor, singer Cass Elliot, as frenemy Witchiepoo and bitter rival Witch Hazel. According to actress Joy Campbell McKenzie, Cass Elliott was very far away. Not rude or arrogant, but it just doesn't mix that most people were
surprised. Martha Ray was cast as the Witch Boss. The cast and crew expected Ray to act like a diva, but instead she made friends with everyone backstage, even inviting them to dinner. Ray's involvement in Pufnstuf led to her being cast as Benita Bizarre in Croffts' upcoming television show The Bugaloos. The album's soundtrack
album was released on LP, cassette and 8-track in 1970 (Capitol /EMI Records SW-542), featuring songs and score by Charles Fox. The bootleg version of the album was interrupted by a CD in 2006 for El Records (El Records, ACMEM65CD). While clicking from a legitimate European company, the source of the tape is an unauthorized
bootleg-noticeable for several loops added to the various tracks. Track Listing If I Could - Jack Wild Fire at Castle Living Island - Jack Wilde / Starring Witchiepoo's Lament Angel Raid Friend in You - Jack Wild How Lucky I'm Lucky Pufnstuf - Jack Wild / Starring Billy Hayes Martha Ray Leaving a Live Island Rescue Racer To The Rescue
Finale:a) If I Could/b) Living Island - Jack Wild Note: The title song was covered by pickwick Children's Choir on the Sesame Street album and other children's pop hits Home Media Pufnstuf was released on DVD on May 19, 2009. It includes the original movie trailer and it is presented in its original widescreen presentation. The film is also
available in digital media format on the iTunes Store. Footnotes and Links : Barnes, Mike (2010-09-28). Hollywood puppeteer Van Snowden dies. The Hollywood Reporter. Archive from the original on September 29, 2010. Received 2010-10-12. - b Passing show, Bridgeport Post, January 22, 1970 p. 21 - Interview Sid Krofft on YouTube.
Received on January 16, 2009. a b Interview by Joy Campbell Mackenzie on a living island. See also The List of American Films 1970 External Links kiddiematinee.com: PUFNSTUF (1970, USA) Pufnstuf on IMDb Pufnstuf on TCM film database Pufnstuf on AllMovie extracted from (film) oldid965444991 After H.R. Pufnstuf series
wrapped, a feature film followed, which was like something of a prequel to the series and new history. This time, they actually showed Jimmy leaving the real world and arriving on a live island. Witchiepoo's plan is to steal Freddie Flute to impress his fellow witches and snag the award for Witch of the Year... but The mayor of Pufnstouf
and the company are determined to thwart her plans. The million-dollar production was funded by Universal and Kellogg's Cereals, the sponsor of the show, which numerous premium cereals (which are currently highly valued). Of the few accounts I saw about the film (there's not much documentation about it), the film was delivered to
production very quickly, and the set was extremely stressful compared to the show. The bulk of the cast is back, but, for reasons I'm unclear, Allan Melvin (best known as Sam Butcher on Brady Bunch) replaced Lenny Weinrib as the voice of Mayor Pufnstuf. Sid enlisted his neighbor, Cass Elliot, to take on a supporting role as frienemy
witch Hazel WitchIepoo - a part that came in as the only known singer on the big screen.  Elliot stole every scene and sang her favorite anthem Different (which bears an eerie resemblance to her hit Make Your Own Kind of Music). In addition to Mama Cass, Hollywood legend Martha Ray and regular Krofft live show player Billy Barty
starred in the film PUFNSTUF. An outspoken supporter of the troops (who was uncool during the Vietnam War), Ray was ostracized by Hollywood, so the Crofft brothers gave her way back in. The title of this new series came directly from the film PUFNSTUF - in one scene, Witchipoo masquerades as a dancer named Betsy Bugaloo.
Also remarkable, The Witch Boss (Raye) was an assistant who was a Nazi rat named Heinrich... the sidekick which she kept on Bugaloos, although it went through a minor costume change and was renamed Funky Rat.Unfortunately, the PUFNSTUF film was poorly distributed, virtually ignored and quickly forgotten. Aside from the
soundtrack album (and mandatory movie posters and lobby cards), there was no tie-in for the film. For nearly a quarter of a century, the film remained locked in storage, but then at the end of '95 Nick's Nite renewed his interest in Punchnsttuf, riding a marathon show by Crofft called Pufapalusa. Pufnstuf found his way back into
mainstream consciousness and a year or two later the film debuted on the Disney Channel. It was finally released on VHS (??!!) in 2000 without absolutely no fanfare. By this point, everyone was switching to DVDs, so it's no surprise that he wasn't a great seller (I didn't even find out about the release until long after it was out of print). In
2009, anticipating the success of the big screen Land of the Lost, Universal finally dug out the masters, gave them a new translation and tricked the film into DVDs that were plentifully available in Walmart stores.  It only took 40 years for the film to get a major release, which is undoubtedly more successful because the full series was out
of print and selling at ridiculous prices at the time (the show has since been Online Film DatabaseWikipediaSoundtrack Collector Collector
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